
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

Subject:   History –CRIME AND PUNISHMENT documentary-  WEEK 11 (Week starting 6.7)                                                                                                      
      Time: 50 minutes  
Learning Objective: To answer questions from the You Tube video on Crime and Punishment.  
Task 1: Watch the You Tube video on crime and punishment.    
Task 2: Answer the questions that accompany the video.    
Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). 
Don’t forget to SAVE it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work 
to:    mnoble@glebe.bromley.sch.uk   Thank you 
 
TASK 1- Copy and paste the link below to watch the video  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzp_X-G0M-o 

 

TASK 2- Answer the questions below that accompany the video.   
 

 

1. When did Sherlock Holmes solve his first case? (0.52min) 

2. When did the Government decide that every town in the country need a police force? 

(2.24min) 

3. Why did the police wear the following- (2.40min)  

a) A top hat-  

b) A tailed jacket – 

4. How quickly were prisoners dealt with? (3.22min) 

5. How many women were Jack the Ripper’s victims? (4.30min) 

6. What did some people say that Journalists did? (5.16min) 

7. What techniques or modern technology would the police use today that wasn’t available 

during the Victorian period?  

8. When was the first forensic test done and what was tested? (6.25min) 

9. What was another Victorian invention that helped catch criminals and that we still use 

today? (8.00min) 

10. If you were rich what unbelievable thing could you do if you were convicted of a crime 

before the Victorian period? (8.49min)    

11. Look at the picture below from the video. What type of prison is it? (you should 

remember this from previous home learning lessons).  
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12. What was the only identification for a prisoner? (10.50min) 

13. How many times did prisoners have to turn the crank? (11.05min) 

 

The rest of the video from 12minutes onwards is about locks. There are no questions on 

this section (as it is not really what we need to learn about) but please feel free to watch it.       

 

 

 

 

 

    
  
 
                

 

    

 


